Swing Documentary Questions

#1) Without ______________________ there would be no Swing Era.

#2) Band leaders were celebrities. How much could they make per week?

$_______________________________

#3) Who taught the Fletcher Henderson Band how to swing?

_______________________________

#4) The greatest jazz composer of the 20th century?

_______________________________

#5) The thing that made Ellington unique. He blended the

_______________________________ with the ____________________ perfectly.

#6) To sustain a note indefinitely. (Ellington musicians used this)

_______________________________ breathing.

#7) Ellington was the star at the ______________________ Club.
#8) The Elvis Presley of swing
______________________________________________

#9) The Lindy hop became the ________________________________
with white audiences.

#10) The greatest swing band of all time.
The ________________________________________________________________________ Orchestra

#11) The only place that didn’t suffer from the Great Depression
____________________________________________________________________________

#12) Billie Holiday’s sang a song about lynching in the south. The song was
called _______________________________________________________________________

#13) Big band leader the joined the Army ____________________________
and lead an Army Big Band.

#14) Singer that made the Big Band’s less important.
____________________________________________________________________________